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Abstract

A �rst order framework for top-down induction of logical decision trees

is introduced. The expressivity of these trees is shown to be larger than

that of the at logic programs which are typically induced by classical ILP

systems, and equal to that of �rst order decision lists. These results are

related to predicate invention and mixed variable quanti�cation. Finally,

an implementation of this framework, the Tilde system, is presented and

empirically evaluated.

1 Introduction

Top-down induction of decision trees (TDIDT) [28] is the best known and most

successful machine learning technique. It has been used to solve numerous prac-

tical problems. It employs a divide-and-conquer strategy, and in this it di�ers

from its rule-based competitors (e.g. AQ [21], CN2 [6]), which are based on cover-

ing strategies (cf. [4]). Within attribute-value learning (or propositional concept-

learning) TDIDT is more popular than the covering approach. Yet, within �rst

order approaches to concept-learning, only a few learning systems have made use

of decision tree techniques. The main reason why divide-and-conquer approaches

are not yet so popular within �rst order learning, lies in the discrepancies between

the clausal representation employed within inductive logic programming and the

structure underlying a decision tree.
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The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we introduce a lo-

gical representation for relational decision trees and show how to correctly trans-

late �rst order logical decision trees into logic programs. The resulting programs

contain invented predicates and contain both universal and existential quanti�-

ers through the use of negation. We show that this makes logical decision trees

more expressive than the programs typically induced by ILP systems, and equally

expressive as �rst order decision lists.

Second, in our framework each single example is a Prolog program, which

means that we are learning from interpretations (cf. [9, 7]). This learning set-

ting has the classical TDIDT setting (using attribute value representations) as a

special case. This makes it possible to elegantly upgrade attribute-value learners

to the �rst-order logic context. As an illustration, we implemented Tilde, an

upgrade of Quinlan's C4.5[27].

Thirdly, we report on a number of experiments on large data sets with Tilde

which clearly show that Tilde is competitive both in terms of e�ciency and ac-

curacy with state-of-the-art inductive logic programming systems such asProgol[23]

and Foil[29].

This text is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briey discuss the ILP

setting that will be used. In Section 3, we introduce �rst order logical decision

trees and discuss their properties. We show in Section 4 how TDIDT can be

upgraded to �rst order learning, and empirically evaluate our algorithm in Section

5. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude and touch upon related work.

2 The Learning Problem

We assume familiarity with Prolog (see e.g. [5]) and standard logic programming

terminology (e.g. [18]). In our framework, each example is a Prolog program that

encodes its speci�c properties. Furthermore, each example is classi�ed into one

of a �nite set of possible classes. One may also specify background knowledge in

the form of a Prolog program.

More formally, the problem speci�cation is :

Given: a set of classes C, a set of classi�ed examples E and a background

theory B,

Find: a hypothesis H (a Prolog program), such that for all e 2 E, H^e^B j= c,

and H ^ e ^ B 6j= c

0

, where c is the class of the example e and c

0

2 C � fcg.

This setting is known under the label learning from interpretations

1

[9, 7].

Notice that within this setting, one always learns �rst order de�nitions of pro-

positional predicates (the classes). An implicit assumption is that the class of

1

The interpretation corresponding to each example e is then the minimal Herbrand model

of B ^ e.
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an example depends on that example only, not on any other examples. This is

a reasonable assumption for many classi�cation problems, though not for all; it

precludes e.g. recursive concept de�nitions.

Example 1 An engineer has to check a set of machines. A machine consists of

several parts that may be in need of replacement. Some of these can be replaced

by the engineer, others only by the manufacturer of the machine. If a machine

contains worn parts that cannot be replaced by the engineer, it has to be sent back

to the manufacturer (class sendback). If all the worn parts can be replaced, it is

to be �xed (fix). If there are no worn parts, nothing needs to be done (ok).

Given the following set of examples (each example corresponds to one ma-

chine) and background knowledge:

Example 1

class(�x)

worn(gear)

worn(chain)

Example 2

class(sendback)

worn(engine)

worn(chain)

Example 3

class(sendback)

worn(wheel)

Example 4

class(ok)

Background knowledge

replaceable(gear)

replaceable(chain)

not replaceable(engine)

not replaceable(wheel)

a Prolog rule for the sendback class is:

class(send_back) :- worn(X), not_replaceable(X)

3 First Order Logical Decision Trees

A �rst order logical decision tree (FOLDT) is a binary decision tree in which 1)

the nodes of the tree contain a conjunction of literals, and 2) di�erent nodes may

share variables, under the following restriction: a variable that is introduced in

a node (which means that it does not occur in higher nodes) must not occur in

the right branch of that node.

2

An example of a logical decision tree is shown in

Figure 1. It encodes the target hypothesis of Example 1.

We use the following notation: a tree T is either a leaf with class k, in which

case we write T = leaf(k), or it is an internal node with conjunction c, left branch

l and right branch r, in which case we write T = inode(c; l; r).

Figure 2 shows how to use FOLDTs for classi�cation. As an example e is

a Prolog database, a test in a node corresponds to checking whether a query

 C succeeds in e ^ B (with B the background knowledge). Note that it is not

2

The need for this restriction follows from the semantics of the tree. A variable X that is

introduced in a node, is existentially quanti�ed within the conjunction of that node. The right

subtree is only relevant when the conjunction fails (\there is no such X"), in which case further

reference to X is meaningless.
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Figure 1: Logical decision tree encoding the target hypothesis of Example 1.

procedure classify(e : example) returns class:

C := true

N := root

while N 6= leaf(c) do

let N = inode(conj; left; right)

if C ^ conj succeeds in B ^ e

then C := C ^ conj

N := left

else N := right

return c

Figure 2: Classi�cation of an example using an FOLDT (with background know-

ledge B)

su�cient to use for C the conjunction conj in the node itself. Since conj may

share variables with nodes higher in the tree, C consists of several conjunctions

that occur in the path from the root to the current node. Therefore, when an

example is sorted to the left, C is updated by adding conj to it. When sorting

an example to the right, C need not be updated: a failed test never introduces

new variables.

Figure 3 shows how an equivalent logic program can be derived from a FOLDT.

3

With each internal node in the tree a clause de�ning a newly invented nullary pre-

dicate is associated, as well as a query. This query can make use of the predicates

de�ned in higher nodes. With leaves only a query is associated, no clause.

The queries are de�ned in such a way that the query associated with a node

succeeds for an example if and only if that node is encountered during classi�c-

ation of that example. Therefore, if a query associated with a leaf succeeds, the

leaf indicates the class of the example. The clauses de�ne invented predicates

that are needed to express these queries. Thus the queries associated with leaves,

together with these clauses, form a logic program that is equivalent to the tree.

3

In this text \logic programs" means normal logic programs, i.e. programs that may contain

negative literals in the body of clauses. When the latter is not allowed, we will explicitly refer

to de�nite logic programs.
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procedure associate(T : foldt,  Q : query):

if T = inode(conj; left; right) then

assign a unique predicate p

i

to this node

assert p

i

 Q; conj

associate(left, ( Q; conj))

associate(right, ( Q; not(p

i

)))

else

let T = leaf(k)

assert class(k) Q

procedure deriveLogicProgram(T : foldt):

associate(T ,  )

Figure 3: Mapping FOLDT's onto logic programs
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class(sendback)  worn(X); not replaceable(X)

class(fix)  worn(X); not(p

1

)

class(ok)  not(p

0

)

Figure 4: The tree of Figure 1, with associated clauses and queries added; and

the logic program derived from the tree
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An important point is that the algorithm adds to a query the negation of

the invented predicate p

i

, and not the negation of the conjunction itself (see Fig-

ure 3: the query  Q; not(p

i

) and not  Q; not(conj) is associated with the

right subtree of T ). Indeed, the queries of the left and right subtree should be

complementary: for each example sorted into this node (i.e.  Q succeeds),

exactly one of both queries should succeed. Now,  Q; conj (which is equi-

valent to  Q; p

i

) and  Q; not(p

i

) are complementary, but  Q; conj and

 Q; not(conj) are not, when conj shares variables with Q. For instance, in

the interpretation fq(1); p(1); q(2)g both  q(X); p(X) and  q(X); not(p(X))

succeed.

Figure 4 shows the result of applying the algorithm in Figure 3 to our run-

ning example. Consider in Figure 4 the node containing not replaceable(X). The

query associated with the right subtree of this node contains not(p1) and not

not(not replaceable(X)). Indeed, in the latter case the query would succeed if

there is a worn part in the machine that is replaceable, while it ought to succeed

if there are worn parts in the machine, but all of them are replaceable.

Because a literal and its negation are not complementary, adding a literal

is not equivalent to adding the negation of the literal while at the same time

switching the branches. This means it may be interesting to allow negated literals

in queries. In our example, not replaceable(X) partitions the set fE

1

; E

2

; E

3

g (see

Example 1) into ffE

1

g; fE

2

; E

3

gg, while replaceable(X) would partition it into

ffE

1

; E

2

g; fE

3

gg.

This is an important di�erence with the propositional case, where a test (e.g.

X < 5) and its negation (X � 5) always generate the same partition. In the �rst-

order context they may generate di�erent partitions. This fact and its inuence

on the tree-to-ruleset conversion are new �ndings that have not been mentioned

in existing literature on relational decision trees (e.g. [35, 17]), but are important

for a correct understanding of their semantics.

While auxiliary predicates p

i

are needed in the logic program, in Prolog they

can be avoided by using the cut operator. We then get a �rst order decision list

(FODL):

4

class(sendback) :- worn(X), not_replaceable(X), !.

class(fix) :- worn(X), !.

class(ok).

In general, a tree can always be transformed into a decision list and vice

versa. The following functions dl and tr de�ne such mappings (@ represents

concatenation of lists):

5

4

In a decision list rules are ordered, and only the �rst rule of which the body succeeds is

applied.

5

In tr, we make use of the fact that nodes can contain conjunctions of literals. If only one

literal is allowed in each node, the conversion is still possible but more complex.
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dl(T ) = dl

0

(T; true)

dl

0

(leaf(c); PC) = [(class(c) :- PC, !)]

dl

0

(inode(conj; left; right); PC) = dl

0

(left; (PC; conj))@dl

0

(right; PC)

tr([(class(c) :- conj, !)jRest] = inode(conj; leaf(c); tr(Rest))

tr([class(c)]) = leaf(c)

This establishes the equivalence of FOLDTs and FODLs. We now turn to the

relationship with logic programs.

For classi�cation, we consider only non-recursive logic programs as hypo-

theses. The hypotheses essentially de�ne the target predicate class. They may

also de�ne invented predicates which do not occur in the background theory. We

assume here that the background is not changed by the learner and not part of

the hypothesis. Then the hypotheses H

1

and H

2

are equivalent i� for all back-

grounds B, B ^ H

1

assigns the same class to any possible example as B ^ H

2

.

We call a hypothesis in the form of a logic program at if it contains no invented

predicates, otherwise we call it layered.

A hypothesis in the form of a layered de�nite logic program can always be

transformed into a at de�nite logic program by unfolding calls to invented pre-

dicates. Layered normal logic programs, however, cannot always be transformed

to at normal logic programs in this way. Unfolding a negative literal for an

invented predicate may introduce universally quanti�ed variables in the body,

which is beyond the expressive power of logic program clauses (by de�nition,

variables not occurring in the head of a clause are existentially quanti�ed in its

body).

For instance, unfolding the layered logic program of our running example

yields:

class(ok)  8X : :worn(X)

class(sendback)  9X : worn(X) ^ not replaceable(X)

class(�x)  9X : worn(X) ^ 8Y : (:worn(Y ) _ :not replaceable(Y ))

Since any at logic program, when written in this format, only contains exist-

ential quanti�ers (by de�nition of logic program clauses), no at hypothesis exists

that is equivalent to this theory (e.g. 8X:worn(X) cannot be written with only

existential variables).

6

6

Using n+ to denote Prolog's unsound version of negation as failure (which does not check

the groundness of its argument), one might remark that e.g. class(fix) :- worn(X), n+

(worn(Y), not replaceable(Y)) correctly computes the class fix. However, we do not call

this a at program. Operationally, n+ starts a subquery. Declaratively, the meaning is class(�x)

 worn(X), :(9Y (worn(Y ); not replaceable(Y ))) which is beyond the expressive power of a

normal clause.
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We conclude from the above that FOLDTs can always be converted to layered

normal logic programs (Figure 3 gives the algorithm), but not always to at

normal logic programs.

Finally, observe that a at logic program that predicts only one class for a

single example (which is not a restrictive condition in the context of classi�cation)

can always be transformed into an equivalent decision list by just adding a cut

to the end of each clause.

As FODLs and FOLDTs can be converted into one another, and at logic

programs can be converted into FODLs or FOLDTs but not the other way around,

we have the following property:

In the learning from interpretations setting, the set of theories that can

be represented by FOLDTs is a strict superset of the set of theories

that can be represented by at normal logic programs, and is equivalent

to the set of theories that can be represented by FODLs.

All this means that systems that induce trees or decision lists (examples of

the latter are FFoil[26] and Foidl[22]) can �nd theories that cannot be found

by systems that induce at (normal or de�nite) logic programs (e.g. Foil[29],

Progol[23], and most other ILP systems). This extends the classical claim that

the use of cuts allows for a more compact representation (see e.g. [22]) with the

claim that also a greater expressivity is achieved. The same expressivity could be

achieved by classical ILP systems if they allow negation and perform predicate

invention (or if they allow Prolog's unsound negation as failure: n+ with as

argument a conjunction of literals, which essentially amounts to the same).

In this respect we want to mention Bain et al.'s non-monotonic induction

method [1]. The hypotheses generated with this method have a structure similar

to that of FOLDTs (when only two classes are involved), in that the induced

theory is typically also layered through the use of invented predicates, and the

invented predicates occur as negative literals in the clauses, accomodating ex-

ceptions to them. However, in Bain et al.'s framework the learning method is

incremental and rule-based.

4 Top-down Induction of Logical Decision Trees

In this section we present the Tilde system, which induces FOLDTs from data.

Tilde was implemented to illustrate that in the learning from interpretations

setting, upgrading good propositional algorithms to the �rst order logic context

is feasible and results in highly performant systems. It employs the basic TDIDT

algorithm, and behaves exactly as C4.5[27] (for binary attributes) in that it

uses the same heuristics, post-pruning algorithm etc. The system is available for

academic purposes upon request.
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The only point where our algorithm di�ers is in the computation of the set of

tests to be considered at a node. To this aim, it employs a classical re�nement

operator under �-subsumption [25, 24]. Such an operator � maps clauses onto

sets of clauses, such that for any clause c and 8c

0

2 �(c), c �-subsumes c

0

. A clause

c

1

�-subsumes another clause c

2

if and only if there is a variable substitution �

such that c

1

� � c

2

.

In order to re�ne a node with associated query Q, Tilde computes �( Q)

and chooses that query Q

0

that results in the best split.

7

The conjunction put

in the node consists of Q

0

�Q, i.e. the literals that have been added to Q in order

to produce Q

0

.

The speci�c re�nement operator that is to be used, is de�ned by the user in

a Progol-like manner [23]. A set of speci�cations of the form rmode(n: con-

junction) is provided, indicating which conjunctions can be added to a query, the

maximal number of times the conjunction can be added (n), and the modes and

types of the variables in it.

For instance, rmode(8:(p(+X,-Y, Z),q(Z))) speci�es that the conjunction

p(X; Y; Z); q(Z) can occur maximally 8 times in the associated query of a node,

and allows possible uni�cations of the variables of p with other variables in the

query (+X, -Y and Z indicating that X must be uni�ed with an existing variable,

Y may but need not be uni�ed, and Z is a new variable).

In addition to this, so-called lookahead speci�cations can be provided. These

allow Tilde to perform several successive re�nement steps at once. This allevi-

ates the well-known problem in ILP that a re�nement may not yield any gain,

but may introduce new variables that are crucial for classi�cation. By perform-

ing successive re�nement steps at once, Tilde can look ahead in the re�nement

lattice and discover such situations.

For instance, lookahead(p(X,Y,Z), r(X)) speci�es that whenever p is ad-

ded, additional re�nement by adding r(X) (with X the �rst variable in p) should

be tried in the same re�nement step.

Tilde handles numerical data by means of a discretization algorithm that is

based on Fayyad and Irani's [14] and Dougherty's [11] work, but extends it to �rst

order logic (see [34]). The algorithm accepts input of the form discretize(Query,

Var), with Var a variable occurring in Query. It runs Query, collecting all instan-

tiations of Var that can be found, and �nally generates discretization thresholds

based on this set of instantiations. For more details on discretization and looka-

head see [34, 3].

Figure 5 illustrates the Tilde algorithm on the running example.

7

\The best split" means that subsets are obtained that are as homogeneous as possible with

respect to the classes of the examples. An often used criterion is that the subsets have minimal

class entropy. Tilde uses a variant of this criterion called gain ratio ([27]).
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worn(X)
replaceable(X)
not_replaceable(X)
worn(Y)
replaceable(Y)
not_replaceable(Y)

fss|
fs|s

fss|
fss|
fss|

worn(X)

ok

worn(X)

oknot_replaceable(X)

sendback fix

worn(X)
replaceable(X)
not_replaceable(X)

fsso|
fsso|

?

?

fss|o    *

ss|f     *

Re�nement operator speci�cation:

rmode(5: replaceable(-X)).

rmode(5: not replaceable(-X)).

rmode(5: worn(-X)).

Figure 5: Tilde illustrated on the running example. Each step shows the partial

tree that has been built, the literals that are considered for addition to the tree,

and how each literal would split the set of examples. E.g. fssjo means that of

four examples, one with class fix and two with class sendback are in the left

branch, and one example with class ok is in the right branch. The best literal is

indicated with an asterisk.
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Accuracies (%) Times (s) Complexity (literals)

B

1

B

2

B

3

B

4

B

1

B

2

B

3

B

4

B

1

B

2

B

3

B

4

Progol 76 81 83 88 117039 64256 41788 40570 24.3 11.2 11.1 9.9

Foil 61 61 83 82 4950 9138 0.5 0.5 24 49 54 46

Tilde 75 79 85 86 41 170 142 352 8.8 14.4 12.8 19.9

Table 1: Accuracies, times and complexities of theories found by Progol, Foil

and Tilde for the Mutagenesis problem; averaged over tenfold crossvalidation.

Times forTilde were measured on a Sun SPARCstation-20, for the other systems

on a Hewlett Packard 720. Because of the di�erent hardware, times should be

considered to be indicative rather than absolute.

Algorithm % correct

iterated-discrim APR 89.2

GFS elim-kde APR 80.4

Tilde 79.4

backpropagation network 67.7

C4.5 58.8

Table 2: Comparison of accuracy of theories obtained with Tilde with those of

other systems on the Musk dataset

5 Experimental Evaluation

We have evaluated Tilde by performing experiments on several benchmark data-

sets: Mutagenesis [32], Musk [10, 20], and Diterpenes [12]. For all the experi-

ments, Tilde's default parameters were used; only the choice of the number

of thresholds for discretization, when applicable, was supplied manually. Full

details on the experimental settings, as well as the datasets that were used (ex-

cept for the Diterpenes dataset, which we cannot make public), are available at

http://www.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/~ml/Tilde/Experiments/.

In the Mutagenesis dataset each example consists of a structural description of

a molecule (the atoms and bonds it consists of), and some numerical information

describing the molecule as a whole. The molecules have to be classi�ed into muta-

genic and non-mutagenic ones. Table 1 compares Tilde's performance on this

task with that of Foil (version 6.2) and Progol (actually P-Progol, Srinivasan's

implementation in Prolog), as reported in [31] (four levels of background know-

ledge B

i

are distinguished there, each one being a superset of its predecessor).

For the numerical data, Tilde's discretization procedure was used. Lookahead

was allowed when adding bond -literals (addition of a bond typically does not lead

to any gain, but enables inspection of nearby atoms).

From the table it can be concluded that Tilde e�ciently �nds theories with

high accuracy. The complexity of the induced theories is harder to compare,
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Foil Ribl Tilde

acc.(%) acc.(%) acc.(%)

Prop 70.1 79.0 78.5 (1.3)

Rel 46.5 86.5 81.0 (1.0)

Both 78.3 91.2 90.4 (0.6)

Table 3: Results with Tilde on the Diterpene dataset, making use of proposi-

tional data, relational data or both; standard errors are shown between paren-

theses.

because Tilde uses a radically di�erent format to represent the theory. When

simply counting literals, Tilde's theories are about as complex as Progol's,

but clearly simpler than Foil's. (Converting the trees towards decision lists

and then counting literals yields much larger numbers (respectively 20.4, 34.0,

53.3 and 73.5 literals for B

1

to B

4

) due to duplication of many literals, but

this comparison method is biased in favour of rule induction systems.) The fact

that Tilde �nds more compact theories than Progol on B

1

, although Progol

performs an exhaustive search, can be attributed to the greater expressivity of

FOLDTs.

With the Musk dataset, the main challenge was its size. We used the largest

of the two Musk datasets available at the UCI repository [20]. This dataset is

about 4.5MB large and consists of only numerical data, which makes it a non-

typical ILP application. On the other hand, it su�ers from the so-called multiple

instance problem (an example is described by multiple feature vectors, only one

of which is relevant), which makes it hard for propositional learners as well.

Dietterich et al.'s approach [10] is to adapt propositional learning algorithms to

the multiple instance problem in the speci�c case of learning single axis-parallel

rectangles (APR's). For ILP systems no adaptations are necessary. Still, Tilde's

performance is comparable with most other algorithms discussed in [10], with

only one (special-purpose) algorithm outperforming the others (Table 2). For

the experiments with Tilde, all the numerical attributes were discretized.

8

The

average running time of Tilde on one crossvalidation step was about 2 hours on

a SUN Sparc Ultra-2.

The Diterpene dataset describes the

13

C-NMR spectra of a number of mo-

lecules; the aim is to classify molecules based on the information in these spec-

tra. This is a multiple class problem (more than two classes). Several versions

of the data are distinguished: purely propositional data (containing engineered

features), relational data (non-engineered), and both. Best performance up till

now was achieved by the Ribl system [13], an instance-based relational learner.

Table 3 shows thatTilde achieves slightly lower accuracy than Ribl, but outper-

8

The number of discretization bounds was determined by running experiments on the smaller

dataset and choosing the number of bounds that works best on that set.
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forms Foil. Moreover, it returns a symbolic, interpretable (although complex)

theory, in contrast to Ribl.

We want to stress that in all these experiments, we have compared Tilde's

accuracies with the best known results, which were obtained with di�erent sys-

tems. While not outperforming the best systems, Tilde consistently performs

almost as well and is very e�cient.

6 Conclusions and Related Work

We have observed that the TDIDT approach is very successful in propositional

learning and might o�er a number of advantages over the covering approach in

ILP (cf. Bostr�om [4]). In an attempt to make the TDIDT paradigm more attract-

ive to ILP we have investigated the logical aspects of decision trees. The resulting

framework should provide a sound basis for logical decision tree induction.

Our investigation shows that �rst-order logical decision trees are more express-

ive than the at non-recursive logic programs typically induced by ILP systems

for classi�cation tasks, and that this expressive power is related to the use of cuts,

or the use of negation combined with predicate invention. This in turn relates our

work to some of the work on induction of decision lists and predicate invention

[1, 26, 22], showing that these algorithms too have an expressivity advantage over

algorithms inducing at logic programs.

From a practical perspective, we have developed the Tilde system, of which

Quinlan's C4.5[27] with binary attributes is a special case (due to the learning

from interpretations setting). Experiments show that logical decision trees have

good potential for e�ciently �nding simple theories that have high predictive

accuracy, and this for a broad range of problems.

Of the existing decision tree approaches in the �eld of relational learning [35,

17, 19, 2, 4], Struct[35] and SRT[17] come closest to our approach. Bostr�om's

work [4] has in common with ours that he compared the covering and divide-

and-conquer paradigms in the context of ILP. However, all this work has focused

on induction techniques and has ignored the logical and representational aspects

of decision trees, needed to fully understand the potential of this technique for

�rst-order learning.

A lot of propositional TDIDT techniques (boosting [15, 30], incremental learn-

ing [33], TDIDT-based clustering [8], . . . ) can be upgraded to the �rst-order case,

which o�ers opportunities for future work.
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